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Stuff from The President 
Stuff from the President June 06 
Hi team 
Well it has been extremely busy for me so boating has unfortunately been a bit of a 
back burner lately.  
In saying that I attended the first round of the Hydro series and the first round of the 
Matrix endurance series, both were a lot of fun and could have been even better if I 
had done a little preparation work.  
The numbers at these events however were marginal and it was really disappointing 
to cancel the Teams event here in Palmerston North. This is an event that we have 
not run for a while and I am sure it would have been good fun with lots of time on the 
water for all. Because people were already travelling we decided to have two club 
days instead. What a blast, the opportunity to do some testing with other people to 
help and make suggestions. Really good fun and something I haven’t done for 
probably two years. With Harry’s help 13 prop changes and three pipes we took 3 
seconds a lap out of my A mono (still not fast enough) and we got my C hydro to 
come back three times and run at a reasonable speed in between. While there is still 
lots of work to do I did make some head way, thanks Harry. 
The next event is round two of the scale Hydro series and this will double as National 
titles for the Hydro and electric classes. This is your opportunity to put your name on 
that trophy so we hope to see a decent turnout. 
Remember the Matrix Endurance Nationals will be run over Labour weekend at a 
venue to be confirmed, we are trying to arrange a venue in the north and we will let 
you know soon. 
 
During the race meetings, the committee members present have found a bit of time 
to get together and discuss a few issues. 
Our biggest problems are membership levels and participation at events. While we 
have had a lot of discussion on these topics, we don’t have any answers, we are 
looking at formats and programme but without feedback, we don’t know if we are on 
the right track. 
 
While the participants are enjoying the changes we have made, the changes haven’t 
really produced any new participants. We are looking for your feedback.  
 
As a final thought, some time ago I floated the idea of finding a few people and 
heading off shore to do a bit of boating at a competitive club level (not too serious). 
Perhaps 5 or 6 people with a couple of boats each. 
At that stage the USA was suggested but in the end there was no real support so 
how about a bit closer to home such as Sydney, Melbourne or Brisbane. 
Have a think about it and let me know, you can take the partner for a bit of retail 
therapy and we can see how others do it. 
 
Regards 
Grant Binns 
President 
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Silver Cup Regatta. 
Lake Rotokawa, Rotorua, March 18th &19th 2006. 
 
For the first time in a long time we were back at Lake Rotokawa in Rotorua, enjoying the flat 
race water that it offers and some superb weather to boot. 
Not only was that a bonus, but also the fact that we had a turn out from the boys (Tosspots 1, 
2 and 3 etc!!  )  from up North, they brought all their hot petrol boats and showed us a new 
dimension in boating, man those cats and hydros are cool to look at and are wickedly fast 
and good handling, often mixed into the 90 classes they made a good go of it ….. I can’t wait 
to see these at future events. 
We also had a couple of other new members visiting to watch and another couple who are 
on the verge of getting back into things again, all in all a very good outcome member wise for 
the assoc. 
As I say it has been a number of years since we have been able to run at Rotokawa and we 
hope with some careful negotiation we can continue to use it, it is vital to us here in the BOP 
as we don’t really have another venue close by. 
My thanks must go to Leon Jacobs (yes, he needs a nick name) and Dada, we had a large 
task to get everything sorted for the regatta and some hard graft preparing the venue too. 
The event overall was being run to the revised format and all seemed to enjoy this  aspect, it 
is always good to get feed back though so if you ever have anything about how we do things 
on your mind please speak up, that’s the way to get things changed ! 
So far as the racing was concerned, it was great to see Damian at his first event take out 
offshore 1st time out with one of the petrol boats, by quite a good margin too. 
The Sport 45 racing was quite close with the first 3 boats all doing 1 lap sprint times in the 16 
second bracket with the others not to far behind, this translated into some good heat racing 
where the placing’s were evenly spread, in the end Tony took out the final which made it a 
clean sweep in all the Sport 45 events for him. 
In C scale the numbers were a little down as there are a number of boats in the workshop 
being refurnished and rebuilt all in the name of wanting them to look better and go faster!! 
Tui and Tony fought out the 1 lap sprints with Tui finally snaring 1st by just 0.41 of a second, 
Tui then went on to get the clean sweep in the heat racing and final also. 
B an C Hydro matrix were short and sweet with the usual aggressive but balanced with 
patience driving required to make it in these events, in particular C hydro with the petrol 
boats thrown in was great to see. 
The next round which is in Palmy will include NZ National Titles for all events except 
Offshore, so there is plenty of time for good preparation and would be nice to see a good turn 
out, if you are intending coming, get your entries in early, the entry form is with this 
magazine. 
 
Looking forward to seeing you all there……. 
Regs, TUI. 
 
 
Silver Cup regatta results. 
18th & 19th March 2006. 
Lake Rotokawa Rotorua. 
 
Best presented Offshore boat. 
1 D Harris       Petrol Cat 
2 T Trott   Villain, Deep Vee 
3 T Belle   Petrol Cat 
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Offshore Hi Points series Most laps after round 1 
1 D VanHausen 132 laps  7 L Jacobs  71 
2 J Belworthy  107   8 G Binns  68 
3 P Collier  105   9 N Plumpton  60 
4 T Belle  92   10 M Lee   53 
5 T Trott   74   11 A Meek  37 
6 D Harris  72 
 
B Hydro Matrix     C Hydro Matrix 
1 T Rutledge  925.60 pts  1 N Plumpton  708.96 pts 
2 N Plumpton  702.38  2 P Collier  694.92 
3 S Trott  645.89  3 D Harris  579.40 
4 J Belworthy  180.65 
5 J Nicholls  171.75 
 
Sport 45 hydro. 
Most Authentic boat judging 
1 T Rutledge Xusme2  630 pts 
2 J Nicholls Ladybug  625 
3 P Collier Elray   620 
4 J Belworthy Motaman  610 
5 G Binns Blackley Const 570 
6 M Lee  Oh Boy Oberto 420 
 
1Lap Sprints.      Heat Racing 
1 T Rutledge 16.03 sec   1 T Rutledge 1794 pts 
2 J Nicholls 16.85    2 J Nicholls 1563 
3 P Collier 16.95    3 P Collier 1269 
4 M Lee  18.90    4 G Binns 877 
5 G Binns 20.83    5 J Belworthy 625 
rest dnf      6 M Lee  420 
 
Silver Cup Trophy Final 
1 T Rutledge 
2 M Lee 
3 P Collier 
4 J Nicholls 
rest dnf 
 
 
Sport 45 Hydro Hi Points series after round 1 
1 T Rutledge Xcusme2  3224 
2 J Nicholls Ladybug  2657 
3 P Collier Elray   2339 
4 G Binns Blackly Cont  1574 
5 M Lee  Oh Boy Oberto 1410 
6 J Belworthy Motaman  1235 
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C Scale Hydro. 
Most Authentic boat judging 
1 T Rutledge Ladybug  605 
2 S Trott Executone  575 
3 J Nicholls Maddison  480 
3 M Lee  Oh Boy Oberto 375 
 
1 Lap Sprints.     Heat racing. 
1 S Trott 15.51 sec   1 S Trott 1600 
2 T Rutledge 15.92    2 J Nicholls  1094 
3 M Lee  19.32    3 M Lee  900 
4 J Nicholls 23.93    4 T Rutledge 625 
 
Silver Cup Trophy Final 

1 S Trott  
2 J Nicholls 
3 rst dnf 
 

C Scale Hydro series after round 1. 
S Trott  Executone  2975 
J Nicholls  Maddison  2043 
T Rutledge  Ladybug  1530 
M Lee             Oh Boy Oberto 1500 
 
Round 1 Matrix Endurance Event - Palmerston North 
Good weather, good company and good racing, what more could the fine warm 
sunny Manawatu have to offer. It is however disappointing to not see a few more 
competitors at these events, but it is perhaps a sign of the times. 
I need to thank those who made the effort to attend especially from a distance and I 
hope that everyone enjoyed the weekend as much as they appeared to. 
 
The results follow but some comments about the racing. 
It was good to see a few new people giving it a go and very pleasing to see 
experienced members taking the time to help out and offer suggestions to the new 
and not so new participants. 
 
The 2 twenty minute endurance format seams to be a good choice and is starting to 
show some good results and some good close racing in all of the classes. Time on 
the water and reliability are key factors. 
 
Getting into the groove for the matrix racing doesn’t seem to be within everyone 
grasp at this early part of the programme and this produced some very mixed (and 
some would say unexpected) results. While speed is important, reliability and 
consistency (The groove) will produce good results as well. 
 
On Saturday night we had another informal meeting of the committee members 
present and then proceeded to have the usual pizza and Chinese for tea along with a 
drink or two, some music and the opportunity to fix boats for some and solve the 
woes of the world for others. 
Thanks to the ladies for the bar-b-que. 
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I hope we can get a bit more support for future. 
Regards, Doris 
 
Matrix Endurance Event Round 1 - Results     

A Endurance        A Mono Matrix    
Wayne  McNaught Elvis 113 Laps  Grant Binns Spankey 454.06 Pts
Grant Binns Spankey 96 Laps  Wayne McNaught Elvis 451.20 Pts
John Belworthy Slugger 57 Laps  John Belworthy Slugger 323.04 Pts
Neil  Plumpton Father Ted 21 Laps       

B Endurance     B Mono Matrix    
Daryl Christiansen Slick 100 Laps  Andrew Williams  496.93 Pts

John Belworthy Slugger 85 Laps  Peter  Collier 
James 
Taylor 445.94 Pts

Peter  Collier 
James 
Taylor 73 Laps  Leon  Jacobs  429.07 Pts

Andrew  Williams  70 Laps  Leigh  Marsden  377.95 Pts
Leon  Jacobs  60 Laps  Daryl Christiansen Slick 320.19 Pts
Tony Rutledge LM 35 Laps       
Leigh  Marsden  22 Laps       
Neil  Plumpton Father Ted 20 Laps       
Ian Jacobs  16 Laps       

C Tunnel Matrix          
Neil  Plumpton Father Ted 910.37 Pts       
Don Ward Pig Pen 905.54 Pts       
Matthew  Lee Da Da 644.04 Pts       

Nigel  Wong 
Grass 
Hopper 395.78 Pts       

Peter  Collier 
James 
Taylor  Pts       

C1 Endurance     C1 Mono Matrix     

Leon  Jacobs  667 Laps  Peter  Collier 
James 
Taylor 654.42 Pts

Wayne  McNaught Elvis 114 Laps  Wayne McNaught Elvis 604.94 Pts
Don Ward Pig Pen 97 Laps  Leon  Jacobs  540.94 Pts
Steve Trott Tui 85 Laps Tony Rutledge LM 524.47 Pts

Peter  Collier 
James 
Taylor 70 Laps  Steve Trott Tui 490.31 Pts

Tony Rutledge LM 65 Laps  Don Ward Pig Pen 454.03 Pts

Nigel  Wong 
Grass 
Hopper 65 Laps  Ian Jacobs  390.17 Pts

Ian Jacobs  55 Laps  Taylor Trott Gremlin 306.34 Pts

Taylor Trott Gremlin 55 Laps  Nigel  Wong 
Grass 
Hopper 281.78 Pts

Andrew  Williams  52 Laps  Andrew Williams  235.60 Pts
C2 Endurance     C2 Mono Matrix    

Darrell  Hansen Dazzle 112 Laps  Neil  Plumpton Father Ted   
Neil  Plumpton Father Ted 109 Laps  Daryl Christiansen Slick 495.78 Pts

Peter  Collier 
James 
Taylor 92 Laps  Peter  Collier 

James 
Taylor 457.10 Pts

Don Ward Pig Pen 71 Laps  Darrell  Hansen Dazzle   
Steve Trott Tui 35 Laps       
Daryl Christiansen Slick 24 Laps       

Nigel  Wong 
Grass 
Hopper 13 Laps       
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The Pit Person – A Doris Perspective on the Job 
 
Well the photos aren't really how it is but 
they make for good entertainment. 
What is the role of the pit person (PP)? 
To help the driver at all times during an 
event (that includes tune up). The PP 
can do everything but use the sticks. 
1. Assist with starting the boat, discuss 
tune and setup and make suggestions. 
2. Launch the boat into a clear space of 
water, with a push or a place as directed 
by the driver (and hopefully the right way 
up, ah Elvis). 
3. Stand with the driver and pass on as 
much information as you think the driver  

 
needs. This will very between drivers but 
if you are giving him too much 
information, he will let you know.  
Key information includes: 
Dead boats and how to pass them  
Rescue boat position and wake 
Getting the start right 
Slower boats 
Faster boats 
Other information can include wind gusts, 
big wakes or holes, missed buoys (but 
you may not see these) driving lines and 
run time and again, anything else that is 
of use. 
4. Collect the boat during the race for 
refueling, tuning or from the rescue boat if 

it has stopped. 
5. If your boat stops, yell it out to 
the other drivers and PP before 
you do anything else. 
 
As a PP you will have more to do 
than the driver, you are looking 
ahead and you are looking 
behind and its is your job to 
ensure that the driver gets the 
boat in the best position for 
racing at all times. 
The driver’s job is to simply push 
the leavers, steer and control the 
boat and concentrate on what he 
is trying to do, race. 
The PP and the driver are a 

team, the boat isn't allowed on the water unless the team is there and of course as a team 
you need to communicate and most of all have fun. 
I have found pitting on many occasions to be as much fun as racing. 

What do you think? 

Not sure about that change 
Harry! 

I am looking really! 
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Also there are many 
benefits from having the 
same PP for a boat at 
different regattas. 
Harry Potter has been 
my pitman with my scale 
hydro at most of the 
events over the last two 
years and while the boat 
is competitive (the driver 
could no doubt be 
better) we do perform 
well as a team. Harry 
knows the boat and how 
it performs, he knows 
my ability (or lack of it) 
and he knows how I like 
to drive. 
We make a good team 
and I have absolutely no 

doubt that the team has produced the results that we have managed to achieve. 
 
If you are new to the hobby pitting is a really good way to learn a lot so use it to your 
advantage and pit for an experienced boater and then get them to pit for you.  
For the new PP make comments, don't be quiet, if you say nothing you are no help at all. 
And before the race starts ask the driver if there is anything special that he wants to know 
during the race. 
Most of all have fun and make the most of the opportunity and if you get it wrong say sorry 
and then get back into it, it’s not the end of the world and there will be another race. 
 
 
Fine Warm Sunny Manawatu - From Doris 
It was disappointing to cancel the teams event here in Palmerston North but the club days 
we had instead were great with the best conditions you could get, fine warm sunny and 
windless PERFECT. 
We still have a few issues with the lake but at least we can run with a full 70m oval. We will 
be moving the course slightly for the Scale Hydro/Nationals to allow for a bit more room in 
the first turn and we will have a new, more user friendly launching area as well. 
Andrew is back on the water with a 61 mono and a new ASP 46 in his deep vee. New 
member Willie is building a C1 deep vee (in my garage) and after driving Johns A mono, may 
want to start looking at something like that as well. 
 
 
 
TEAMS RACING IN PALMERSTON NORTH 
By Greg Clarkson 
We booked the annual leave from work, entered a family team – Anna & I as drivers, Jack 
calling dead boats from a step ladder and Logan as team mascot, and got some boats ready 
for a great weekend. 
 
Then the email came canceling the event due to lack of entries – bugger.  What to do next.  
Didn’t want to go back to work and was fairly excited about a weekend away so we thought 

Now this is 
how it 

should look 
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lets go and run some boats for fun anyway.  Chucked the scale hydro in the boot as well to 
give it a run. 
 
Turned out to be a great weekend of relaxed boating and testing that was thoroughly enjoyed 
by all who attended. 
 
Back to the teams format.  This year looked to be a great improvement on the theme of 
teams racing with three heats of increasing duration.  The program for the weekend was nice 
and relaxed with no early starts while still allowing a heap of boating over the event.  Am not 
quite sure whether it is the current fuel price shocks that kept the entries away or whether we 
a struggling so hard for members in our hobby that we no longer have enough to put on an 
event?? 
 
Grant had noted in his email that the water would be open to whoever wanted to run.  Daryl 
C came over and ran his 90 mono.  Ended up the day with a blown throttle servo but the boat 
was looking very quick around the course and should be good for the next enduro/matrix 
event.  Grant was trying to sort out his A mono for a bit more speed and he tried 
EVERYTHING that he had plus a few bits flogged off John’s boats at times.  He gained 
around 5 seconds per lap from the beginning of the day to the end and also gave Amanda’s 
boyfriend William a fair few laps on the sticks to get him used to driving around a course.  
Daryl H had bought his 90 deep vee and his sport 45 hydro with him.  Didn’t see much of the 
deep vee but the sport 45 was looking really fast with great handling around the course until 
a wee radio problem put him up the bank.  Didn’t appear to be too much damage but more 
than would let him run again.  I ran both of our 45 tunnels with varying success.  Anna’s boat 
went faultlessly but mine would run for a minute or so then go all out of tune.  Tried a new 
plug with no improvement.  Motor was usually reliable so put it away pending further thought.  
Tossed the problem at John over a beer on Saturday night and he suggested having a look 
for some crap in the carb.  Sure enough once I had taken the needle out there was a lump of 
something in there that didn’t need to be.  Took it out and replaced the needle and the boat 
ran faultlessly from then on.  Jack then decided that it was time that we ran the scale hydro.  
After a couple of runs John suggested that I move the turn fin forward to try and improve the 
cornering – this helped a bit but more improvement is necessary.  Motor was also hard on 
plugs even after a rich needle run.  We tried running on standard fuel (was using 20% nitro) 
and the plug munching went away with no loss of speed but a bit less enthusiasm to get up 
on pipe when given full throttle.  Concluded that compression ratio was wrong for nitro fuel. 
 
Sunday was much the same as Saturday except Daryl & Daryl were replaced by Tony and 
Ron McAdam.  Ron was running a C1 Hunter and getting used to driving around the buoys 
on the endurance course.  Tony chased him around for a while and he was really starting to 
get the hang of the boat and the course by the end of the day. 
 
At the end of the weekend I think that we all went home with improvements in how our boats 
were running if that was what we were looking for.  The rest of those that attended also 
enjoyed simply running their boats in a relaxed atmosphere.  Should we give up racing for 
the relaxed approach?  NO, but it is fun to go testing with other boaters looking on and 
offering help when needed – plus the usual BS whether it was needed or not. 
 
Thanks Grant and family for a great weekend.  We didn’t get to race in a team event but we 
did get to boat in a big team atmosphere. 
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Training them young – look at that concentration! 

 
Harry’s new 21 rigger 
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LM’s 81 cat 

 
Doris’s C Hydro with OPS 80 – now starting to live up to its name! 
 
Wanted: 40VRM crankcase 
Contact Lee Marsden, 80 Wikiriwhi Cres, Palmerston North. Tel 06-3564856 
 

HIGH PERFORMANCE MODELS 
PHONE/FAX: 09 428-5874 

Email: HighPerformanceModels@xtra.co.nz 
11 Peninsular Plaza 

707 Whangaparoa Rd 
Hibiscus Coast 

High Performance Models has just opened our new, bigger, brighter store to 
bring you the largest range of Model Power Boat Supplies in New Zealand. 

 
We have a full range of CMB, Zenoah and ASP Engines. Speedmaster, Octura, 
Prather and Fullers Hardware. Climate and Prather Boats and Classic Hydro’s. 
ABC, Prather and Octura Props. Futaba, Hitec and JR Radios as well as Wood, 

Metals, Carbon Fibre 
We also have a large range for Cars, Buggies and Aircraft. 

Opening Hours:                      Tuesday to Saturday   10:00 to 17:00 
 

www.highperformancemodels.com 
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Hi Folks, 
     Just to let you all know that I have sold the Model Boat side of GRH Hobbies.   I felt that I 
was not able to help as much as someone who understands the workings of a model boat 
etc.   I have sold to Glenn and Paula O'Donnell, who have started a new business called 
Hobby Smart, 15 Old Coach Road, Havelock, Marlborough.  The phone number is (03) 574 
2192. Some of you will already know Glenn from the boat meetings.  I do hope you will give 
this new venture all the support you gave to Gordon and me over the years, and for that I 
thank you all sincerely. 
  
   Please note however, I have retained the ZENOAH agency and will still be selling the 
engines and parts, as Gordon had intended to do if he had come through his illness.   He had 
talked for some months of selling the model boat side as he was finding it more difficult as 
his arthritis pain increased. 
  
Cheers to all, 
Judy Homewood, 
(still) GRH Hobbies. 
 
From Hamilton 
Graeme is happily getting his petrol offshore boats running better and better with each 
outing. 
Stanley has nearly finished his new C1 Hustler mono with an ASP 61 in it.  Just needs 
painting and putting together. 
Andrew is putting together a new petrol motor and hopefully will get a bit (or a lot) more 
speed with it. 
Rex has finished his C1 Hustler and is now sorting out the motor to run reliably. 
Greg is busy trying to get an offshore boat finished for the Hydro nationals along with doing a 
few more tweaks to his scale hydro to get it cornering better following the weekend run in 
Palmerston North. 
 
 
From Wellington. 
Whisper has it that Elvis has one of the Fibrecraft ‘Mean Machine’ cats in carbon fibre. 
Watch this space – hope he gets some time to build and race it! 
Dazzles trouble at Palmy the other weekend with his Sport 45 was caused by a leak in his 
garage roof dripping into his Transmitter – bugger! He is working on it for racing at the Nats. 
Harry bought Elvis’s epoxy Storm and is building that along with a standard 7 cell electric. 
Next club day racing will start with moving the course at Palmy for the Nats and then have 
some tune up time if the weather is kind. 
 
Tauranga. 
Not much from there. I guess Steve is extremely busy with work. 
He has requested that entries for the Nats are on time and filled in completely. Take 
the time to double check before you send your entry in. Steve won’t have time 
to chase you to get the details left off your entry. 
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15 Old Coach Road 
Havelock 

Marlborough 
New Zealand 

Ph: 03 5742192 
Email:hobbysmart@xtra.co.nz 

 
Glen and Paula O’Donnell would like to welcome you to our new shop 
‘Hobby Smart’ in Marlborough! 
 
We stock a wide range of Octura props and accessories, Prather, OS, 
B.H Hansen (Zenoah) parts, Hi Tec, Futaba radio sets, GWS servos, 
Prop Shop propellers, Mac Tuned Pipes, Dubro, Fema, Zoom, K&B, 

CMB plus more,,,,  

     
    

We also race, make and sell fibre glass and carbon fibre boats,,, 
          

Glow Plugs,,,,,,, 
 

Model Techinices, OS, McCoy, K&B, Rossi, Nitro 9, Mega 
         

Exhaust Couplings,,,,,,,,, 
Bolly,      Aerotrend,  Dubro, 

 
Klotz Lubricating Oil,  Fema Gear Box starters 

 
Starter Belts,                  Prather Fuel Line 

  
 

Feel free to give us a ring or email for further questions and 
catalogue. 

Overnight freight if required,,,,,,,, 
 
 

Octura Plastic Props 
$3.00 each 

 
Buy 2 get  
one free 

 
Only till 31st May 

2006!
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Contact Tony Belle 
Phone: (09) 299 3644 
Mobile: (021) 034 0912 
Email: fibre-craft@xtra.co.nz 

FIBRE CRAFT 
Manufacturer and supplier of quality RC boats and 
accessories. 
Specializing in performance RC gas boats and 
hardware.  
New Zealand's largest range of high performance 
fiberglass RC boats.  

Agent for R.C Boatworks U.S.A 
 
- Stryker II Hydro 
 

- F- 41 Stryker Cat  
 

- Top Gun II Cat 
 

- Stryker Y6 Mono 

Engines and Hardware 
 
- Ron Buck Engines 
 

- Ron Buck Hardware  
 

- Motor mounts and pipe 

42” MEAN MACHINE 
 
- New for 2006 totally redesigned bottom 
and        new style deck 
 

- In stock $395.00 including GST 
 

- 23cc to 26cc Gas  
 
And Coming Soon…  
 

- 37” Terminator - Sprint Cat 

42” MEAN MACHINE

STRYKER II 

STRYKER Y6 

From Realistic to Ballistic 
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For Sale – Hobby items through Steve Trott.  
 
Boat What it has Price Notes       

Dart 90 
Radio box complete 27 meg 
AM  Was running Mac 67   

 Fuel tank      
 1/4 drive strut and driveshaft  square end    
 Transmitter      
  $140.00     
Kiwi rigger 40% built  set up for mac 67   
 sponsons made      
 brass fuel tank      
 engine mounts      
 strut and rudder      
  $100.00     
       
Prop size Make Qty Blades   Price   

1475 Octura 1 2  All $20 Each 
X460  2 2    
X465  1 2    
X462  1 2    
X455  1 2    
X457  1 2    
X452  2 3    

       
275 Prather 1 2    
270  1 2    
245  1 2    
225  2 2    
220  1 2    

       
       
       

2126 AMPS 1 2    
2018  1 2    
2039  1 2    
2333  1 2    
2220  1 2 alloy   
2220  1 2 brass   
2230  1 2    

 
 
 
**Note: The Scale Regatta in July is the Hydro Nationals this year!** 
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Proposed Calendar for 2006 
Event    Venue     Date 
Wgtn offshore  Wellington     Sun 29/1 
Display AGM   Lake Karapiro    4/5th Feb 
Scale 1    Rotorua      18/19th Mar 
Matrix 1    Palmerston North    29/30 Apr 
Teams Event   Palmerston North    20/21st May 
Queens  Bthay   Blenheim     3/4/5th June 
Scale 2 & Hydro Nats Palmerston North    July 8/9th 
Matrix 2    Rotorua      Aug 19/20th 
Scale 3    New Plymouth    Sept 16/17th 
Mono & Endurance Nats  TBA      Oct 21/22/23 
Matrix 3    Hamilton      25/26 November 
 
Can clubs contact me to let us know of any significant club events so we can add 
them to the calendar – Ed. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

                                             THE NZMPBA PRESENTS 
                          THE DIAMOND CUP HYDROFEST 
                                  ROUND 2 2006 NZMPBA  HI POINT SERIES 

 
INCORPERATES NZMPBA NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP TITLES FOR 
2006, 
ALL CLASSES AS LISTED ( EXCEPT OFFSHORE )  

 
 

VENUE: Sherrifs Rd Quarry Lake, Palmerston North 
DATE: 8th & 9th July 2006 
HOST: Manawatu Model Power Boat Club 
ENTRY FEE:          $5.00 Per Event,  Maximum Fee $20.00 Chqs made to NZMPBA 
ENTRIES CLOSE: 26th June 2006 
          LATE ENTRIES WILL INCUR AN EXTRA $20 FEE. ( NO EXCEPTIONS ) 

ALL COMPETITORS MUST BE CURRENT FINANCIAL MEMBERS OF THE 
NZMPBA .  

                ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
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Ed: Please note. When putting your entry in for the Diamond Cup 
Hydrofest ( Hydro Nationals ) make sure you have all your details, 
frequencies and alternative frequencies also – and on time!! 
 
 
 
  DIAMOND CUP / NZ CHAMPS ENTRY FORM 
 
Name  Phone    Fax 
 
Address                                        NZMPBA No.      E - Mail 
 
 

Events Pref. Freq Alt. Freq Engine Prop 

7 Cell Stock Electric     
12 Cell Stock Electric     
Open Electric     
A Hydro Matrix     

B Hydro Matrix     
C Hydro Matrix     
Petrol Hydro Matrix     
 Semi Scale Off Shore      

Sport 45 Hydro 
Boat Name; 
 

    

C Scale Hydro 
Boat Name; 
 

    

 
 
Conditions of Entry 
NZMPBA Rules will apply. 
Entry Fee must be paid before racing starts. 
I agree to the conditions of entry 
                                                     Signed: ___________ 
 
Return Entries to ;    
Steve Trott 
103 Longview Dr         PH / Fax; 07 5420897 
Papamoa 3003     E-Mail; sktrott@xtra.co.nz 
 
 

 


